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NO BATTERY FLASHLIGHT 

 Flashlight Just Powered by Body Heat 

Description 

The flashlight is just powered by your body heat, no single battery inside. Our built-in thermoelectric modules 

turn the body heat into electricity to power the flashlight when you hold it. The heat from your hand is good enough 

to power one LED flashlight with three pieces our miniature power generation modules!  

As the heat accumulate to block your body heat passing through the thermoelectric module, the flashlight can  

provides you the lighting almost 2 minutes every time you hold it under 25℃ambient temperature. You need to 

leave it 2-3 minutes to have the accumulated heat released to the ambience before you can reuse. In low ambience 

temperature like 15℃, you can use about 5 minutes each time and again with one minute stored heat released, 

acting like battery charging. Anyway, lower ambience temperature, you can have the flashlight lighted up longer 

every time you hold it.  

The no battery, no pollution, you can forget charging or changing the battery of your flashlight. It is good for 

home emergency preparedness. 

 

Structure of the flashlight 

How to Use:  

Please just hold the flashlight with the three pieces of modules faced to the palm of your hand. Your palm 

should feel a bit cool as the body heat is passing to the modules to generate the power. Please see to the 

demonstration pictures below. 
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NO BATTERY FLASHLIGHT 

Specifications:                       

Part Number FL-001-Colour, Option: Grey, Green 

Dimension Size/ mm φ35*105 

Weight / g 125 

Notes: 

1. Please do not drop it  

2. Not waterproof Item. 

Packing list: 

1. Flashlight, Green/Grey colour                             one set 
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